We present a computational model of how several brain areas involved in the control of voluntary saccadic eye movements might cooperate. This model is based on anatomical and physiological considerations and lays the emphasis on the temporal evolution of the activities in each of these areas, and their potential functional role in the control of saccades.
Introduction
Primates use two kinds of voluntary eye movements to bring objects of interest onto the fovea : saccades and pursuits. In this article, we focus exclusively on saccadic eye movements that involve several areas widespread in the cortex; a subcortical pathway also exists and is involved in reflexive saccades. A visual stimulation exciting the retina produces a signal that travels (not necessarily sequentially) to the visual cortex, the lateral intraparietal sulcus (LIP), the frontal eye fields (FEF), the supplementary eye fields (SEF), the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) to finally excite the superior colliculus (SC) that will provide downstream subcortical areas with the parameters of a saccadic eye movement to trigger [1, 2] . We first review biological studies on the functional role of these areas and introduce a computational model based on these data to illustrate how these areas might cooperate.
In the last few years, several studies have led to a better understanding of the representation of visual information in LIP. Both experimental measurements and computational models have shed the light on an eye-centered representation [3] . The neurons in LIP are also strongly modulated by the position of the eye, head and body parts. Andersen and Cohen [3] have shown, for example, that the activity of the neurons in this area depends on the eccentricity of the eye, while always exhibiting a maximal response at a given retinal position. Computational modelings [4] have provided strong results that indicate that the representation of the information in a common eye-centered representation, modulated by the position of the eye, head and body parts, can be decoded in several frames of reference, namely eye-, headand body-centered.
The neurons in FEF receive strong topographically organized projections from the posterior parietal cortex. Bruce and Goldberg [5] distinguish three types of neurons in FEF. Visual neurons (FEFv) respond to visual stimuli but not to the initiation of a saccade. On the opposite, movement related neurons (FEFm) fire before and during saccades, whether or not the saccade is triggered by a visual stimulus. Visuomovement neurons (FEFvm) have both visual and movement-related activity. Among these three types of cells, only the ones related to movement project to the superior colliculus and to the caudate nucleus [1] . The first projection carries the target of the saccade while the second determines when the movement is executed.
An enhanced activity in the supplementary eye field (SEF) is recorded when the selection of a target (among several possible stimuli) for a saccadic eye movement is based on internal factors such as motivation or reward expectation [6, 7] . The SEF has been thought to represent the targets of saccadic eye movements in a craniocentric frame of reference [8] . More recently, [9] have shown that the encoding in SEF is much more complex than a simple craniocentric representation and that there coexists a continuum of eye-, head-and space/body-centered representations for gaze coding. Finally, [10] have provided evidences for the role of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in spatial working memory.
While more and more is known about the different structures involved in the control of saccadic eye movements, the way these areas cooperate to select the relevant stimuli, to decide which of them is the next target to focus on, to memorize these targets when the task at hand requires it is still unclear. We propose in the next section a neural network architecture relying on the previously introduced anatomical considerations and illustrate its functioning with a classical double-step task.
Architecture of the Model
The model we propose, depicted in Fig. 85.1 , is based on the Continuum Neural Field Theory [11, 12] , a framework of dynamical lateral interactions within a neural map. It consists in several two dimensional sets of units, each of them characterised by an activity which depends on the activity of lateral units in the same map or afferent units in other maps. We generally use a mexican-hat weight function and compute the integration of the inputs for a given unit with a classical weighted sum. In some specific cases, we also use a weighted sum of the product of inputs' activity, as we have shown in [13] that these sigma-pi integrations provide an efficient way to remap a visual information across saccadic eye movements and is used in the presented model to compute transformations of frame of reference.
The labels of the maps indicate what could be the binding between the biological areas and the computational maps, under the strong restriction that not all the properties of the biological areas are covered by the model. A visual stimulation excites LIP. As described in section 'Introduction', the neurons in LIP have retinotopic receptive fields and are modulated by the position of the eyes. From this representation, it is possible to extract eye-and head-centered representations of the visual information. LIP projects onto FEFV with topographically organised connections; the neurons in FEFV are then sensitive to visual stimulations. LIP also projects to SEF. As shown in the introduction, SEF is a continuum of several frames of references. We consider here that SEF represents the visual stimuli in a head-centered frame of reference, this represention depending on internal factors such as reward expectation. If we consider a double-step task, all the presented stimuli must be memorised since the task requires to perform an eye movement toward each of them. If we consider an antisaccade task, SEF migth represent the location of the antisaccade target. In the case a stimulus must be memorised, DLPFC is shown to be active during the delay, and we consider it here as a component of a short term memory built with the SEF-DLPFC recurrent circuit. SEF and FEFV project onto FEFVM. While the FEFV and FEFVM maps both represent the stimuli in an eye-centered frame of reference, the projection from SEF to FEFVM, from a head-centered to an eye-centered representation, are modulated by the current position of the eye, using the same sigma-pi mechanism that we used in [13] . The FEFVM map represents all the potential targets for an impeding eye movement. These targets can be a direct consequence of a visual stimulation (FEFV) or a target computed from internal factors (SEF). The map FEFVM then projects onto FEFM in which only one saccadic target emerges. The competition is performed with lateral connections with a mexican-hat shape, which leads to similar results than a winner-take-all but in a dynamic and distributed way. The feedback projection from FEFM onto LIP is supposed to represent visual attention. It is shown in several studies that the target of an impeding eye movement is enhanced in areas such as LIP. Studies have shown that fixation units in FEF and SEF fire vigorously when the eyes must keep still. Moreover, the inhibitory pathway from FEF to SC going through the caudate nucleus and the substantia nigra reticulata is supposed to signal when a saccade must be executed. We model this pathway with inhibitory projections from the FIXATION map to SC. The units in the FIXATION map are active when the eyes must keep still and silent when the movement must be triggered. The decision to trigger the saccade can originate from exogenous (a fixation cue is switched off) or endogenous factors (the location of the target of the saccade is computed internally).
Discussion
The presented architecture was successfully applied to a classical double-step task. 1 The aim of the model was not to reproduce all the physiological properties reported on the areas involved in the control of voluntary saccadic eye movements. Rather, we wanted to test a possible way in which these areas might cooperate emphasizing the functional role and the dynamic behavior of each of them. One of the limitations of this model is that the selection of the target of the saccade emerges from lateral competition in the FEFM map, giving the opportunity to all the potential stimuli to be selected while one may desire to avoid selecting a previously focused one. A bias toward non previously focused stimuli may be achieved by adjoining a working memory to the FEF maps as illustrated in [13] .
